The atonia and myoclonia of active (REM) sleep.
Postsynaptic inhibition is a principal process responsible not only for the atonia of the somatic musculature during active sleep but also for the phasic episodes of decreased motoneuron excitability that accompany bursts of REMs during this state. These postsynaptic processes are dependent upon the presence of active sleep-specific IPSPs, which are apparently mediated by glycine. The phasic excitation of motoneurons during REM periods is due to excitatory postsynaptic potentials that, when present, encounter a motoneuron already subjected to enhanced postsynaptic inhibition. These EPSPs are mediated by a non-NMDA neurotransmitter. Thus, from the perspective of motoneurons, active sleep can be characterized as a state abundant in the availability of strikingly potent patterns of postsynaptic inhibition and, during REM periods, not only by enhanced postsynaptic excitation, but also by enhanced postsynaptic inhibition. The site of origin of these inhibitory and excitatory drives is, at present, less clearly defined. There is a consensus that the structure(s) from which the inhibitory drives emanate are located in the lower brainstem, with a cholinoceptive trigger zone situated in the dorsolateral pontine tegmentum in or in the vicinity of the nucleus pontis oralis. We have suggested that from this cholinoceptive trigger zone there emanates an excitatory drive that directly, or through interneurons, excites a medullary are in or in the vicinity of the nucleus reticularis gigantocellularis. Thus, a cascade of cholinoceptively activated excitatory activity proceeds to eventually activate inhibitory interneurons whose activation results in motoneuron inhibition and muscle atonia during active sleep. Resolution of the precise location and mechanisms of interaction of the supraspinal inhibitory and excitatory motoneuron control mechanism constitutes a major goal of future experiments and the next major challenge for researchers in this field.